Abstract-This correspondence studies antenna selection for wireless communications systems that employ multiple transmit and receive antennas. We assume that 1) the channel is characterized by quasi-static Rayleigh flat fading, and the subchannels fade independently, 2) the channel state information (CSI) is exactly known at the receiver, 3) the selection is available only at the receiver, and it is based on the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at each receive antenna, and 4) space-time codes are used at the transmitter. We analyze the performance of such systems by deriving explicit upper bounds on the pairwise error probability (PEP). This performance analysis shows that 1) by selecting the set of antennas that observe the largest instantaneous SNR, one can achieve the same diversity gain as the one obtained by using all the receive antennas, provided that the underlying space-time code has full spatial diversity, and 2) in the case of rank-deficient space-time codes, the diversity gain may be dramatically reduced when antenna selection is used. However, we emphasize that in both cases the coding gain is reduced with antenna selection compared to the full complexity system. Based on the upper bounds derived, we describe code design principles suitable for antenna selection. Specifically, for systems with two transmit antennas, we design space-time codes that perform better than the known ones when antenna selection is employed. Finally, we present numerical examples and simulation results that validate our analysis and code design principles.
I. INTRODUCTION
The capacity and error rate performance of a wireless communication system can be dramatically improved by employing multiple-antenna elements at the transmitter and/or at the receiver. Recently, it has been shown that under Rayleigh fading, the capacity of a multiple-antenna link increases almost linearly with the number of transmit antennas provided that there are at least as many receive antennas as transmit antennas and the channel gain between each transmit/receive antenna pair is known to the receiver [1] , [2] . To achieve this promised capacity, various space-time coding schemes have been developed. See, for example, [3] , [4] .
A natural drawback of the multiple-antenna systems is the increased complexity due to the need for multiple radio-frequency (RF) chains. Therefore, there is a considerable effort in exploring multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems that significantly reduce this complexity, but still provide similar capacity and performance improvements. A promising technique to achieve this goal is to select a subset of antennas at the transmitter and/or receiver [5] - [7] . For example, for the case of single antenna selection at the receiver, assuming that the fading is slow, the received signal power can be monitored periodically, and only the signal of the receive antenna observing the largest instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be fed to the RF chain for processing. Thus, significant reduction in hardware costs can be attained while reaping the benefits of MIMO signaling. The capacity of MIMO systems with antenna selection (only at the receiver) is considered in [5] . The selection is based on the capacity, i.e., those antennas that achieve the largest capacity are selected. The authors evaluate upper bounds on the capacity of the system and conclude that one can achieveacapacity veryclosetothatofthefull-complexity system as long as the number of antennas selected is greater than or equal to the number of transmit antennas. In [6] and [7] , transmit antenna selection is studied for systems where limited feedback on the channel state information (CSI) is available to the transmitter. In these systems, channel capacity is used as the optimality criterion and the selection is performed by an exhaustive search. Gorokhov proposes a suboptimal selection algorithm in [8] that decreases the computational complexity significantly. An antenna-selection method seeking the minimization of the error rate using linear receivers is considered in [9] .
In [10] , the authors considered the use of antenna selection in conjunction with orthogonal space-time block codes. They present antenna selection algorithms for cases when exact channel knowledge or statistical channel knowledge is available. For the case of exact channel knowledge, the expressions for the average SNR and the outage capacity improvement are derived assuming that the selection criterion used is the maximization of the channel Frobenius norm. This selection criterion is equivalent to minimizing the error probability for the case of space-time block codes. Using the outage probability analysis, the authors hint that the diversity gain is preserved for this system. However, they do not explicitly provide an analysis that includes the evaluation of the pairwise error probability (PEP) for the system with antenna selection. Furthermore, these results are valid only for orthogonal space-time codes and cannot be directly applied to the case of more general space-time codes. In [11] , Ghrayeb and Duman present an approximate analysis for the PEP of the space-time coding system using antenna selection. They show that the diversity order available is maintained. However, this analysis is based on several approximations. Thus, it is not an explicit proof. Other work on antenna selection is also reported in [12] - [16] .
In this correspondence, we present a comprehensive theoretical performance analysis for MIMO systems over quasi-static Rayleighfading channels that use antenna selection at the receiver. We assume that the CSI is known at the receiver, but not at the transmitter, and that the subchannels fade independently. Antenna selection is performed only at the receiver. We base our selection criterion on the maximization of the received signal power, that is, we select the subset of antennas having the largest instantaneous SNRs. Under certain cases, this selection criterion may be optimal in the sense that it may achieve the maximum channel capacity, e.g., for the case of single antenna selection at the receiver.
The PEP is central in our approach. We calculate the diversity and coding gains by computing upper bounds on the PEP. For the case of single antenna selection, we present a performance analysis based on the PEP, and demonstrate that the diversity gain with antenna selection is preserved for space-time codes with full spatial diversity. Since it is essential to employ full-rank space-time codes to make sure the diversity order is not reduced with antenna selection, it may be beneficial to use full-rank full-rate space-time code designs recently proposed in [17] - [19] . We also study the performance bounds when the space-time codes do not achieve full spatial diversity, and show that the diversity gain degrades substantially when antenna selection is employed compared to the full-complexity system. Furthermore, we present the PEP analysis when more than one antenna is selected, and generalize our results. We also compute tighter upper bounds on the PEP for the case of double transmit diversity systems.
An immediate consequence of the performance analysis is the development of code design principles for space-time codes suitable for the systems employing antenna selection. Based on the bounds on the PEP, we propose two simple design criteria. In particular, for double transmit and double receive diversity systems, we design space-time codes that perform better than the known ones when antenna selection is used. For example, we design a 2-bits/s/Hz eight-state space-time code for two transmit antennas employing 4-ary phase-shift keying (PSK) modulation. We show that, while achieving the same performance with eight-state code in [3] for the full-complexity system, the new code provides about 0.7-dB performance improvement when antenna selection is employed at the receiver.
The correspondence is organized as follows: in the next section, we introduce the multiple-antenna channel model, and summarize important results on PEP. In Section III, we compute the upper bounds on PEP for space-time codes when antenna selection is employed for both full-rank and rank-deficient space-time codes. In Section IV, we derive a tighter upper bound for systems with double transmit antenna diversity. We consider the space-time code design with antenna selection in Section V. In Section VI, we present several numerical examples and simulation results that validate our analysis and the new code design principles. We provide the conclusions in Section VII.
II. CHANNEL AND SIGNAL MODEL
We consider a single-user communication system where the transmitter has M antennas and the receiver has N antennas. Each receive antenna observes a noisy superposition of the M transmitted signals corrupted by Rayleigh flat fading. The subchannels between the transmit/receive antenna pairs are assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). The signal at the nth-receive antenna element at time t, x tn , is given by
h nm s tm + w tn ; t= 1; 2; 1 11; l (1) where h nm is the complex-valued channel gain from the mth transmit antenna to the nth receive antenna, and wtn is the additive noise at the nth antenna. Both hnm and wtn CN(0; 1). The transmitted signals s tm can be chosen from any signal constellation. We assume that the average energy of the transmitted signal at time t is normalized to unity over M antennas so that is the expected SNR at each receive antenna.
We can rewrite (1) In this section, we derive upper bounds on the PEP for the Rayleighfading channel. We start with the case when only one antenna is selected, and then generalize the results to the selection of more than one antenna at the receiver.
A. Pairwise Error Probability (PEP)
We first consider the case when only one antenna is selected at the receiver. The upper bound on the conditional PEP in (4) 
Finally, the term, f R R R (r r r) in (7) is the unconditional pdf of the nth row, which is simply
Substituting (8)- (10) into (7), we obtain the desired pdf as It is not easy to evaluate the integral in (11) to obtain a closed form expression. However, it is possible to further upper bound this expression to simplify the analysis as we will show in the next section.
B. Simplified Upper Bounds on the PEP for Single Antenna Selection
In this section, we will derive simple expressions for the upper bounds on the PEP. In Section III-B1, we will consider the case when the space-time codes achieve full-spatial diversity, i.e., the rank of the codeword difference matrices B B
B is M for all codeword pairs.
For such codes, we will show that the diversity order achieved with antenna selection is the same as that of the full-complexity system. Then, in Section III-B2, we perform approximate analysis of the PEP for rank-deficient space-time codes, and show that the diversity order is dramatically reduced with antenna selection. We would like to find a simpler expression or bound that directly provides information about the diversity order and coding gain with antenna selection. To this end, we need the following auxiliary lemma.
for v > 0:
is the incomplete Gamma function, the proof follows easily, i.e.,
Since the value of the integrand in (12) is always greater than zero, we can further upper bound the right-hand side of (11) 
We note that
where the indexes i k in vi , k 2 f1; 111 ; MN 0 M g, take values from the set J = f1; 111 ; Mg. Assume the subscript index j appears l j times among the subscripts of the term v i 111 v i in (16) . Then
such that M j=1 l j = MN 0 M . Using (16) and (17) in (15), and changing the order of integration and summation, we obtain 
: (19) For high SNR, it follows that
: (20) Since M l =1
(l i + 1) = MN, we finally arrive at
Inequality (21) clearly shows that a diversity advantage of MN can be achieved when only one antenna is selected based on the instantaneous SNR at the receiver. This diversity gain is equal to the diversity order of the system that uses all the antenna elements in the decoding. However, we note again that this is the case only if the space-time code has full spatial diversity. Although the diversity order is preserved, there will be a loss in the amount of coding gain with antenna selection. We will consider this loss later in more detail when we specifically study the case with two transmit antennas.
2) Rank-Deficient Space-Time Codes With Antenna Selection:
In the analysis of the previous section, we assumed that the eigenvalues i, i = 1; 2; 1 11; M, of the matrix B B BB B B H were all nonzero. In this case, rank(B B B) = rank(BB BB BB H ) = M and the maximum diversity advantage, MN, is achieved. When the codeword difference matrix is rank deficient, i.e., rank(B B B) = r < M, the diversity gain obtained for the system using all the antenna elements is Nr. On the other hand, with antenna selection based on the largest SNR observed, the diversity gain degrades dramatically as we will demonstrate shortly.
Assume that there are r nonzero eigenvalues 1 ; 1 11; r . The analysis for rank-deficient space-time codes follows the same lines as (12)- (19) ; thus, we will not repeat it. However, it differs following (19) , since some of the eigenvalues vanish in this expression. When the SNR is high, with the assumption that i = 0 for i 2 fr + 1; 1 11; Mg; we can write (from (19))
Recall that M i=1 l i = MN 0 M , and therefore,
In (22), the term in the square brackets is a function of =4M . Note that there certainly exist i 1 ; 1 11; i MN0M such that r i=1 l i = 0. We can regroup the terms in (22) to arrive at
where j = r i=1 li, and j is the sum of the terms multiplying 
This expression suggests a diversity order of r as opposed to MN.
However, since this is only an upper bound on the PEP, we need further analysis. Recall that we have used the Chernoff bound to obtain these upper bounds. We now approximate the PEP with the help of a lower bound on the bound in (11) . First, we note the following simple result. 
Using this bound on g(v) in (12) 
Evaluation of the above integration results in
) l +1 : (27) Assuming that i = 0 for i 2 fr + 1; 111; Mg; for high SNR, we can write
With similar arguments used to obtain (24), we arrive at
From (24) and (29), we observe that the Chernoff bound on the PEP is squeezed between two curves that have the same order in the exponent of , which is r = rank(B B B). Since the Chernoff bound is tight in the exponential sense, i.e., P EP = K 
where K is a constant that does not depend on the SNR, the slopes of the exact PEP plot and the Chernoff bound plot will have the same slopes on a log-log scale. Hence, we conclude that the diversity gain of the system with antenna selection is only r, contrary to the case of the full-complexity system, where the diversity gain is Nr. Therefore, to exploit the diversity gain promised by MIMO systems when antenna selection is employed, space-time codes with full spatial diversity should be employed. In this subsection, we will extend the performance analysis presented in the previous sections to the more general case of L > 1. For the full spatial diversity system, since selecting a single receive antenna results in full diversity, we expect that the diversity obtained by selecting L out of N antennas will be the same. However, the coding gain may be different. Also, for a rank-deficient system, it will be interesting to observe the effect of the number of antennas selected at the receiver on the overall diversity order achieved. where the region R l is defined as R l =fr r r 1 ; 111;r r r L : kr r r l k < kr r r k k; k = 1; 1 11;l 0 1; l + 1; 111; Lg :
C. Upper Bound for
The PEP can thus be obtained by averaging the conditional PEP over this pdf 
Denote the first integral in this expression by I (1) l and the second integral by I (2) l . The result of the first integral I (1) l is
The second integral is very similar to the one that we obtained for the case of single antenna selection and can be evaluated as described in Section III-B. Using Lemma 1 in (35), we can upper-bound I (2) l , as
Using these results, we obtain
Note that this resulting bound is independent of l. Hence, substituting (38) into (32), and performing simple algebraic manipulations for the high-SNR region, we finally arrive at
The inequality in (39) clearly indicates that the diversity order is MN when a selection of L antennas out of N antennas is made available at the receiver and the space-time code achieve full spatial diversity. Note also that this expression reduces to the expression in (21) when L = 1, and takes the same value as the full-complexity system for L = N . Clearly, (21) is also an upper bound on the PEP for the case under consideration. However, the bound in (39) is tighter than (21) and provides a better assessment of the coding gain of the system. For rank-deficient space-time codes, the analysis is very similar to the case when L = 1, which is described in Section III-B2. Hence, we will not repeat these steps. If we have r < M nonzero eigenvalues, one can obtain the upper bound on the PEP as
Similarly, the lower bound on the Chernoff bound (an approximation to the PEP) is given by (using (29)) To verify this approximation, we have conducted extensive simulations, and we have observed that the diversity gain is exactly Lr for this case as the expression suggests. These results indicate that, with antenna selection, the diversity order that can be obtained when the underlying space-time code is rank deficient is only Lr while the diversity order of the full-complexity system is Nr.
Such a degradation in the achievable diversity order may be somewhat counterintuitive since one might have expected the results to be
Nr as opposed to Lr as an extension of the full-rank space-time case.
To explain this further, let us consider a space-time code with rank r < M. Such a code will achieve full spatial diversity for a system with r transmit antennas. Assume this code is used for a system having M transmit antennas, which can be trivially done by transmitting the same (dummy) symbols from the additional M 0 r antennas. Hence, these antennas will not give the receiver any useful information that will improve the diversity gain of the system. However, when we perform antenna selection, the channel gains from these antennas may enforce the selection of a "bad" subset of receive antennas, which will degrade the performance of the system severely. Even if this is the case for a fraction of time, asymptotic behavior of the PEP will depend on these falsified selections resulting in the reduced diversity order.
Clearly, the performance with antenna selection will improve if we do not use the channel coefficients from the last M 0 r antennas for selection, in which case a diversity order of Nr will be achieved. However, this means that the spatial structure of the underlying space-time code has to be used in the selection process. For this example, this is simple. However, in general, it is not an easy task even for simple non-full-rank space-time codes.
IV. TIGHTER UPPER BOUNDS FOR SYSTEMS WITH TWO TRANSMIT ANTENNAS
Although the analysis in the previous section accurately predicts the diversity order, the upper bounds derived are not very tight. In this section, we will evaluate the exact value of the bound given in (11) to obtain a tighter bound for the case of double transmit antenna diversity. 
Replacing the complex-valued integration variablesẑ1 andẑ2 witĥ 
where a n and b n are defined as in the Appendix. Although (48) is a closed-form expression, it is not very simple. We now present the upper bounds for several specific cases in the following examples. 
It is worth comparing this result with the upper bound for the fullcomplexity system in which all the antennas are used in the decoding process. In [3] , the PEP for this system is given P e; no sel 1 2 1 2 2 (=8) 04 :
Comparing (51) and (50), we observe that the diversity advantage of both systems are the same. That is, the antenna selection based on the SNR observed does not degrade the diversity advantage of the system. 
It is clear that (52) reaches its minimum value when the eigenvalues i; i = 1; 2, associated with the codeword difference matrices, are equal to each other. This result can be used as an additional criterion to optimize the design of space-time codes for systems using antenna selection.
When we have N = 3, we obtain the upper bound as shown in (53) at the bottom of the page, where a = 2 + 1 =8 and b = 2 + 2 =8:.
When the SNR is high, the bound is given by P (S !Ŝ) 18 as indicated previously, is quite difficult. However, we can evaluate the integral over the whole space. After some manipulations, we obtain 
V. SPACE-TIME CODE DESIGN WITH ANTENNA SELECTION For the full-complexity system, two design criteria based on the upper bound on PEP have been proposed in [3] : to maximize the diversity gain, the minimum of the ranks of the codeword difference matrices B B B, and to maximize the coding gain, the minimum of the determinants of the matrices B B BB B B
H should be maximized. The bounds developed in the previous sections can be used to develop similar criteria for the design of space-time codes for use with antenna selection at the receiver. We propose the following:
• To achieve the maximum diversity gain MN, the underlying space-time code should be full-rank, i.e., rank(B B B) = M:
• To achieve the maximum coding gain, the value of the coefficient in (21) must be minimized for all codeword pairs. We can also refer to (39) for the coding gain coefficient.
The rank criterion imposes a significant constraint on the design of space-time codes when they will be used on MIMO systems employing antenna selection. The tradeoff between the diversity advantage and the transmission rate becomes more essential for such an application. Hence, the recently proposed full-rank and full-rate space-time code design techniques (i.e., [17] - [19] may be viable alternatives for systems with antenna selection.
Clearly, instead of (21), we can also use the tighter bounds developed for specific M; N; and L. For example, for the case of double transmit diversity, (50) can be used. In this case, we should generate the code that maximizes the coding gain that is defined as the minimum of Let us give several examples using a systematic code search technique similar to the method presented in [20] . We first transform the trellis representation of the code into generator matrix form, and then perform an exhaustive search systematically using the generator matrix. For brevity, we refer the reader to [20] for the details of the method. Here, we briefly present our search results. Some of the known codes (the generator matrix forms) together with new codes using 4-, 8-, and 16-state trellises are shown in Table I .
In Table I , we included the coding gains for both the full-complexity system and the system with antenna selection. Two notes are in order: first, the codes designed (by the proposed method) for the system with antenna selection performs better than known codes when they are used with antenna selection. This is because the already existing codes are designed for the full-complexity system, not for systems with antenna selection. Second, the proposed codes, which are designed for the system with antenna selection, also provide improved (or, at least the same) coding gains for the full-complexity system compared to the known codes. That is, the new design criteria do not conflict with those of full-complexity systems, they only impose additional constraints.
VI. EXAMPLES
In this section, we present several numerical examples and simulation results to clarify the theoretical analysis performed. We consider three cases, i.e., upper bounds on the PEP, space-time code design with antenna selection, and the case of rank-deficient space-time codes separately.
A. Theoretical Upper Bounds on PEP
We now evaluate the bounds given in Sections III-B1 and III-B2 for several codeword pairs that are selected from the codes developed in [3] . We also provide the actual frame error rates (FERs) for the space-time codes considered.
In Figs. 1 and 2 , we present the PEP bounds for the system with M = 2, N = 3, and L = 1; 2. We select the codeword pairs from the 2-bits/s/Hz eight-state space-time trellis codes using 4-PSK modulation (with M = 2). This code provides a diversity advantage of 6 [3] , i.e., full spatial diversity. The two codewords considered differ in three consecutive symbols. The following observations are in order: 1) the simulated PEPs and the PEPs obtained numerically exactly match for both the full-complexity system and the one using antenna selection, 2) for L = 2, the Chernoff bound obtained by integration of the bound over the whole space (evaluated analytically) rather than over the support of the actual pdf (evaluated numerically) are very close to each other (differing by 0.8 dB for this example), 3) for both the cases of L = 1 and L = 2, the upper bound and the approximations to the Chernoff bound are very tight at high SNR, and, finally, 4) the performance of the system with optimal selection (that maximizes capacity) is only slightly superior to the selection we considered, i.e., optimal selection performs only slightly better for L = 2.
The actual FER comparisons for M = N = 2 antennas are provided in Fig. Fig. 3 (see the solid lines) . In this example, we present the simulation results (as opposed to the theoretical results) for the space-time trellis code considered in the previous example. The channel is assumed to be constant for a period of 130 transmissions. We observe that the slopes of the FER plots are the same, implying that both systems achieve the same diversity advantage. There is about a 2-dB loss in coding gain as a result of not fully exploiting the receive antenna elements. However, the cost is significantly reduced.
B. Space-Time Codes With Antenna Selection
In Fig. 3 , we also present a performance comparison between the space-time code designed in [3] and the code we designed for the system with antenna selection. Both space-time codes achieve 2 bits/s/Hz and they use an eight-state trellis with 4-PSK modulation. The coding gains of both codes for the full-complexity system are the same, i.e., the gains are p 12, and, therefore, they have the same performance. However, for the system with antenna selection, we observe a significant improvement with the new space-time code. The improvement predicted by the theoretical coding gains shown in Table  I is 0.88 dB which is very close to the 0.7 dB improvement observed by the simulations.
C. Effect of Rank-Deficiency on the Performance
With antenna selection, we showed that the diversity order is preserved provided that the underlying space-time code achieves full spatial diversity. However, the upper bound analysis for rank deficient space-time codes has revealed that the diversity order is expected to degrade dramatically. To illustrate this point further, in Fig. 4 , we depict the bounds on PEP together with the exact values of PEP obtained by simulations when M = N = 2 and the space-time code is rank deficient, i.e., the codeword difference matrix has rank 1. We observe from the slopes of the exact PEP that the diversity gain is only r = 1for antenna selection system while it is r = 2 for the full-complexity system. The bounds obtained for the system employing antenna selection also have the same asymptotic slopes as the exact value of the PEP. However, these bounds are not as tight as the ones for the full-rank space-time code presented earlier. [3] when M = 2, N = 2, the 2-bits/s/Hz space-time trellis code using 4-PSK, eight-state trellis, and 2) (dashed lines) the full-complexity system and the system using antenna selection when M = 3 and N = 2, rank= 2. For M = 3 and N = 3, Fig. 5 depicts the PEP bounds for a codeword pair from a rank-deficient space-time code. We present two cases in this figure: 1) selection of a single antenna 2) selection of two antennas. We present exact PEP (obtained through simulations) as well as the bounds we derived for all cases. We observe from these plots that: 1) the diversity order with antenna selection is given by Lr, i.e., the achievable diversity orders are 2 and 4 with L = 1 and L = 2, respectively; 2) the optimal selection (that maximizes the capacity) performs slightly better than the selection based on energy for L = 2; and finally, 3) the bounds become tighter as L increases (i.e., as we select more antennas), and become looser as r decreases (i.e., the rank of the codeword difference matrix reduces).
The FERs for a rank-deficient space-time code whose codeword difference matrices of rank-2 are shown in Fig. 3 (see dashed lines) . In this example, M = 3 and the maximum diversity order for the full-complexity system with N = 2 receive antennas is 2 2 N = 4, which can be seen from the solid line in the figure. The dotted line shows the FER when L = 1. We observe that diversity gain in this case is the same as that would be obtained if we had used only one receive antenna, i.e., it is 2. However, there is a 3-dB improvement in the coding gain over the system with only one receive antenna.
VII. CONCLUSION
We investigated antenna selection for a MIMO wireless system using space-time coding. We considered the case when only the receiver knows the CSI and antenna selection (based on received signal power) is performed only at the receiver. We have analytically shown that the diversity gain does not change and hence, we can exploit the full diversity advantage promised by the MIMO system that uses all available antenna elements, provided that the space-time code employed has full spatial diversity. For rank-deficient systems, we have shown that the diversity gain with antenna selection deteriorates significantly compared to the full-complexity one. Furthermore, for double transmit diversity, we computed tighter upper bounds in closed form. We have also determined guidelines for optimal space-time code design with antenna selection, and presented several simple codes forthe case of two transmit antennas. We have also provided extensive numerical examples, and simulation results, and observed that the results are in agreement with the theoretical analysis. 
Further simplification can be made after regrouping the terms in the summation and then using x n 0y n = (x 0y)(x n01 + x n02 y + 11 1+ In this correspondence, a sphere-packing bound (SPB) is derived on the average word-error probability (WEP) of codes over Rayleigh block-fading multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) channels. The SPB defines a bound on the performance (in an average WEP sense) of all possible codes satisfying the design constraints. Thus, it can be used to specify the merit of a code in a sense that how far the code performs from the performance limits. Moreover, it can be used to obtain some intuition on how system parameters affect the performance limits. Because the SPB does not have a closed form, inequalities are used to obtain two other bounds with explicit expressions, namely, a looser bound and a tight approximate bound. The results presented here show that for data rates less than the ergodic capacity [1] , the performance limits improve significantly if a code spans a larger number of fading blocks. On the other hand, increasing the block length (length of portion of the code within one block) improves the performance limits marginally. In fact, as block length grows to infinity, the SPB converges to the outage probability (see [2] and [3] for definition); and the asymptotic behavior of performance limits of space-time codes are determined by the outage probability. Hence, for large block lengths, the SPB determines the outage probability.
To show how effective the SPB is in determining the performance, it is shown that for a 2 22 MIMO system, the 64-state space-time trelliscoded modulation developed in [4] , performs 2.5 and 1.4 dB away from the performance limits for data rates of 3 and 2 bits/s/Hz, respectively. In Section II, the system model is introduced. In Section III, it is shown that for sufficiently large dimension, the received signal space is bounded within a hyperellipsoid with an arbitrarily high probability. The derivation of the three sphere-packing lower bounds is given in Section IV. In Section V, it is shown that outage probability determines the asymptotic behavior of the performance limits. Finally, we conclude in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We assume a wireless communication system employing n transmit and m receive antennas. The channel is assumed to be memoryless, MIMO block fading. The channel gains remain constant throughout the duration of each fading block, but they change independently from one block to another. The fading is assumed to be Rayleigh, where the channel gains are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex normal with zero mean and unit variance.
It is assumed that the delay constraint is equal to the duration of K fading blocks (fading intervals), and the codewords (words) span K fading blocks. In each fading block, the channel is used L times, which is called the block length of the code. At each channel use, all antennas are used simultaneously, and n complex symbols are transmitted through n transmit antennas.
Let X k be an n 2 L matrix denoting the nL symbols that are transmitted over the kth fading block. The channel output is described as 
